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Ibiza’s white magic

The vast majority of those who know Ibiza (Eivissa in the
local language), or have read about or heard of the
island, the third in size of the Balearic archipelago,
associate a series of precise ideas to the destination –
ideas that only reflect a small part of its reality. Yes, Ibiza
was the island of the hippies in the ‘sixties. Yes, Ibiza still
is the island of the jet-set, of mega-discotheques, of
activity which reflects freedom, a meeting place for
cultures and night magic; and it is also true that it is still
a favourite refuge for creative people, and those who
seek a utopia.
Nevertheless, reality is more complex, although no less
fascinating, or less magical. Ibiza, a name that still hides
the Phoenician god Bes, was the first island of the
archipelago to have an important town. It was one of
the few places where the Punic and Roman cultures
lived pacifically side by side, giving rise to archaeological

treasures that are
unique in the
Mediterranean. It was
an Arab-Muslim
possession, and has
lived through eras of
absolute darkness. It
was a poor island,
where the most egalitarian society of the Balearic
Islands developed, something which is reflected in the
scarcity of stately homes and large rural estates.
Ibiza is an island full of mysteries, full of magic. Its
difficult past, marked by poverty, invasions, exposure to
surroundings steeped in dangers, has given rise to a 
type of architecture we can only call aesthetic now, in
times of peace and of an economy reinforced by
tourism.

Ibiza, and its smaller neighbour, Formentera, are also
known as “the islands of the pine trees”. In spite of
conditions which made life difficult of old, the island is
rich in many senses. The ideal conditions for extracting
salt from the sea made Ibiza a coveted prize for the

Mediterranean empires from very early on.
Special in itself, the island attracts special people. Ibiza
has its own distinct character and generates strong
emotions in those who visit it. It is a land of obvious
attractions and hidden beauties. It beckons to the

Church of “Sant Jordi de Ses Salines”

Cala Saladeta

Typical vessels, “Llauts”

Puig de Missa,
Sta. Eulària des Riu

Architectural detail
Sant Josep de sa Talaia

Couple wearing typical costumes

Ses Salines 
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curious, inviting one to explore and discover. Often, the
most important discovery is made in the mind of the
visitor. Indeed, the term tourist could be redefined in
Ibiza, adding to it the attributes of the interior traveller.
Because it is an island that opens the mind. In the
sorcerer’s dictionary this is called white magic. Perhaps
this is Ibiza’s most important “product”, quite apart from
the statistics on the influx of tourists.

World Heritage

In 1999 UNESCO declared Ibiza a World Heritage Site, a
decision justified by the island’s biological diversity and
historical monuments. The international organisation
made specific reference to the Neptune Grass plains and
the vestiges of ancient civilisations: the archaeological
finds of La Caleta, the Punic necropolis of Puig des
Molins and the ancient fortified town (Dalt Vila).

Torre des Savinar

Sunset in “Ses Salines”

Plains of Neptune Grass

Agricultural worker from Ibiza

Indigenous flowers

“Sa Caleta” archaeological site

Agriculture, citrus fruit growing

Walls of “Dalt Vila”

Dalt Vila

Ibiza’s white magic
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A stroll through history:
A spectacle in stone

The first moderately precise plan of this
fortress-town dates back to the year 1554 and
was the work of an Italian engineer who was
preparing the plans for the Renaissance walls.
This plan, now almost half a millennium old,
shows the medieval enclosure. Historians
believe that it also reflects the former Arab
fortress conquered by the Christians in 1235.
The structure of “Madina Yabisah”, as the
Muslims called it, was based on three walled
enclosures: the “vila superior” or upper town,
with the mosque, the ‘alcazaba’ (fortress-
residence) and the residences of the interior
circle; the “vila mediana” or intermediate
town; and the “vila inferior” (or “arrabal” –
the lower town). During the three centuries
of Arab rule the labyrinth of streets and
alleyways so typical of old Arab towns had
developed, and still mark the atmosphere of
“Dalt Vila” in our times.

Evidently previous walls existed, the work of
the Carthaginians and the Romans. But the
turbulence of the end of the Roman Empire,
incursions by the Vandals and Visigoths and
the work of the Arab architects left few
remains.

The Renaissance fortification project came
into being after the dramatic events of the
16th century: the island and its capital were
attacked in 1522 by Majorcan rebels in 1522, by
Turks and the French in 1536, and by Algerian
pirates in 1543. In a few decades a fortified
complex grew up that impressed the enemies
of old and still impresses the visitors of the
present: the Italian engineers Giovanni
Battista Calvi and Jacobo Paleazzo Fratín
added a whole area to the enclosure and
included seven strongholds, applying the
most advanced military technology and
methods of the times and turning the town
of Ibiza into one of the best-protected one of
the best-protected0 in the Mediterranean.

Its conservation is the result of hardship: at
the beginning of the 20th century, when the
last walled enclosures were being demolished
all over Europe, the town had barely 6,000
inhabitants and was simply too poor to take
on a town planning project of this
magnitude. In modern times this symbol of
poverty has become a standard of culture and
a key reason why UNESCO declared Ibiza a
World Heritage site.

To go up to “Dalt Vila” (the high town) is to go back
into the past. With one significant difference: today
the fortifications are destined to be conquered day
after day, enabling one to appreciate their beauty and
enjoy the beautiful views of the port and the area
surrounding the town.
As we reach the highest point of the town we find
the place where the Carthaginians decided to found a
settlement 2,700 years ago. The reasons are patently
obvious: the huge salt marshes, a source of wealth
and a treasure to be protected, stretch out to the
south-west. On the other side is the bay, a natural
port around which the town was to grow. And close
at hand are fertile lands and freshwater springs. All
the strategists of later centuries and millenniums
confirmed the choice of the founders, by modifying,
strengthening and enlarging the fortifications. They
are the last monumental walls of the Balearic Islands
to be left intact. Behind it a town full of architectural
jewels and charming nooks and crannies is hidden,
the scene of spectacular celebrations and artistic
expression.
At the foot of this hill that is so steeped in history an
area steeped in stories spreads out: the former
fishermen’s quarter, which has become the home of
shops and bars, the favourite meeting place for many
people who have one thing in common: they are
different.

A fortress that longs to be conquered
CITY OF EIVISSA – “VILA”

Inside “Ses Taules” gateway 

The town’s port, Eivissa

Arms patioCraft shops in “Vila”

The goddess Tanith

Vara del Rey
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Also at the foot of this fortified hill, and likewise full of
historical and enchanting corners, but situated further
to the west, is “Passeig de Vara de Rey”, an elegant,
stylish avenue, the transition between the old Ibiza and
the new town.
You begin to feel the magic of Ibiza here, in the town,
where uniform modernity has not displaced the vestiges
of a dramatic past, and where the charm of plurality,
originality and the art of living defends it fortress of
freedom with a smile. The island’s capital is a good place
to start to understand the special nature of this land.

Treading on history:
A walk through Dalt Vila

There can be few entrances as impressive
as the “Portal de ses Taules” with its ramp
connecting the old fishermen’s quarter
to the fortified enclosure. Passing under
an enormous coat of arms carved in the
stone, the signature of Philip II as the
developer of the Renaissance walls, the
visitor enters a world apart.
Labyrinthine streets and grandiose
buildings, everyday life and symbols of
history. In the place where of old the
island’s government met – the
“Universitat” – there is now an
archaeological museum, and in the
former arms and gunpowder store – the
Baluarte de Sant Joan – we can now
admire modern art works. The highest
point is reserved for a Gothic cathedral.
But the stars of the walk are the walls
and the splendid views.

Puig des Molins:
A historical gem

Next to the hill covered with the
buildings of Dalt Vila is another
promontory: Puig des Molins. On its
Northern slope is one of the most
important archaeological sites of the
Mediterranean: the Punic necropolis.
This hill is literally perforated by
approximately 3,000 subterranean tombs,
some of which are of huge dimensions.

The first campaign of scientific tests
began in 1946 when a mule fell into an
enormous, hitherto unknown, tomb.
Since then the necropolis has offered up
treasures of incalculable value to
historians. Whilst in some places the
meeting of the Roman and Carthaginian
cultures made for a devastating conflict,
resulting in the destruction of a whole
civilisation by imperial Rome, in Ibiza it
seems it was more of a pacific transition.
In no other area of the Mediterranean
are there so many remains of the Punic
culture as in Puig des Molins.

This impressive find was one of the
reasons why UNESCO declared the island
a World Heritage site.

CITY OF EIVISSA – “VILA”

Typical details of “Dalt Vila”

“Ses Taules” gateway

Dalt Vila

Rock-cut tombs of “Puig de’s Molins”

“Dalt Vila” as seen from the sea
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The Salt Marshes:
Ibiza’s white gold

As a result of a whim of nature, some
tracts of land in the south of the island
are ideal for extracting salt from the
sea. This was one of the reasons why the
Carthaginians decided to found a
colony here. The salt marshes have
marked the island’s life and economy
for many centuries, and during the
process an enormous wetland has been
created – so large, in fact, that its
extension can only be appreciated from
a plane: 550 hectares, 400 of which are
still used to produce up to 100,000
tonnes of salt a year. The best
Mediterranean salt.

Since the industry’s beginnings, around
600 years before Christ, until our times,
salt has been the centre of historic and
tragic events. For the peasant farmers it
signified an opportunity to find work in
the summer months. But there was a risk
inherent in venturing to stray from the
protected areas, as pirates habitually
kidnapped the workers to sell them as
slaves on the markets of North Africa.

Nowadays the salt marshes are no
longer a place of danger, but one of
protection: a total of 200 species of
birds take refuge in what is now a
unique ecosystem that has been turned
into a Nature Reserve. The use of
traditional techniques to exploit the
salt guarantees the preservation of a
scenic jewel which contributes to the
biodiversity of the area, one of the
reasons why Ibiza has been declared a
World Heritage site.

A total of 18 kilometres of happiness await the visitor.
They come with a pleasant diversity, from family
beaches to sporty beaches, from solitary beaches to
lively beaches. Someone has taken the trouble to count
them – the result being the figure of fifty. This means
you could go to a different beach every week of the
year, and take two weeks’ holiday somewhere like
Alaska or Greenland to recover from the hot climate of
Ibiza, with its sun that really does seem to smile down
on one.

Fifty settings for happiness
BEACHES AND SEA Cala Xarraca

Punta Xarraca, north coast

Cala Nova

“Ses Salines” salt marshes

Near Cala Vedella

Platges de Comte

 



Guitars, moon, freedom:
The mythical beaches

When the fugitives from modernity
discovered Ibiza, some of its beaches
became the setting for joyous meetings
and strange rituals. The full moon
nights lit up the imagination of an
audience predisposed to pagan worship
and oriental philosophies, as many of
those travellers had been to India and
saw Ibiza as another place of pilgrimage.

In those days the beaches of Benirrás,
Cala d’Hort and Aguas Blancas, amongst
others, held privileged positions in the
geography of the world movement of
the ‘sixties. From these beaches, a whole
new way of thinking and looking at life
spread out, giving rise to the utopias
lived out in Ibiza: freedom, the simple
life, love, peace, limitless creativity. And
the beach barbecues, of course.

As timeless as the island itself:
Adlib fashion

Nothing changes as much as fashion,
but few dress styles have shown the
continuity of Adlib. But this is logical,
on the other hand, because it is more
than just a fashion. It is a product of
those crazy years when hippies invaded
Ibiza and introduced new ideas,
resulting in an explosion of creativity
with all the ingredients at hand. Adlib
fashion brings together aspects of the
traditional clothes of the islanders
and contemporary design, as well as
propagating the values of the ‘sixties:
freedom, a carefree existence, and
mixing without prejudices. The
fundamental principle of this fashion,
the name of which comes from the
Latin “ad libitum”, (at discretion), is that
of dressing as one likes, as long as it is
with good taste. Although as far as
colours are concerned, having been
created on the island of white magic, it
is clear that white is predominant.

AN INVITATIONIBIZA
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The size of Ibiza – approximately 572 square kilometres –
means it does not matter where one is, because none of
these settings for happiness is ever far away.
Being a magical island, it is quite likely that the beach
chosen by the visitor is close to some particularly
magical place. It may be as obvious as in Cala d’Hort,
from where one can see and admire this impressive rock
rising out of the sea like a giant: the islet of Es Vedrà.
According to legend a Carmelite monk converted here,
and the musician Mike Oldfield used the impressive
scenery to illustrate the cover of one of his records. There
are those who warn of paranormal activity, but even

though no aliens have used Es Vedrà as a landmark, you
only have to imagine the tectonic force that separated
this 400-metre-high piece of rock from the island to be
stunned into a trance.
Other magical places are invisible for most bathers, like
the Punic sanctuary “Cova de Cuieram”, a cave hidden
amongst the pine groves of the cove called Sant Vicent.
This cave was used in ancient times for worshipping the
Phoenician goddess Tanith, and contains a small temple,
and some even say that the worship takes place in our
times.
Even your mind floats on the beaches of Ibiza.

BEACHES AND SEA

Portinatx beach

Cala Gracioneta

Marine fauna ,“Vaca”.

Port de Sant Miquel

The Ad-lib fashion island 

Near Platges de Comte

The south-west coast
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Although it is true that the island has no large elevations
(the highest spot, Sa Talaya de Sant Josep, is at an
altitude of 475 metres), Ibiza has a varied landscape and
outside the summer months, its greenery surprises the
visitor. Thanks to the protection measures, it still lives up
to its nickname of “island of the pine trees”.
In spite of covering a small area and of its short
distances, there are valleys and areas which seem to be
thousands of miles away from the Ibiza shown in the
real-life magazines. The truth is that, away from the
discotheques and the resorts like Sant Antoni de
Portmany, Talamanca or the town of Ibiza itself, it is a
peaceful island.
In spite of its many singular attractions, what
distinguishes Ibiza most is its character and beauty as a

whole. Human activity has added charms to it,
something which is patently obvious in the wonderful
landscape of the salt marshes and the old rural houses
that blend into the countryside without hiding away.
The villages are made beautiful by the lovely churches,
which are located preferably in high places due to their
defensive nature.
The coast offers innumerable havens of solitude and
tranquillity, of undisturbed nature and invitations to
forget your diary, the date and the time of day to
recharge your batteries and listen, with a backup of
waves and seagulls, to those songs which seem to
survive like echoes of an era that promised to be the
start of something big.

The Ibiza house: Airs of Africa

What is it about the houses in Ibiza that
moves the giants of contemporary
architecture like Le Corbusier and the
avant-gardists of Bauhaus? We have
noted down a few suspicions. To start
with, this kind of house that created a
style which became extremely popular
throughout the Mediterranean was
originally a living project that grew
with the family living in it. Spaces were
added around the Porxo or porch,
which was a covered space used for
family life, according to the owners’
possibilities and requirements.

Perhaps the combination of
Mediterranean sun and the perfect
whiteness of the walls has contributed
to the legend. Houses in Ibiza follow an
individualist, archaic pattern, which
reminds one of the constructions in
some parts of Africa: cubism without
right angles and perfectly straight
lines. The French architect Le Corbusier
turned this idea of rural habitat into a
concept for large cities.

Another star element, which nowadays
enthuses a public bored with the
squareness of civilisation, is the wood
used. In the “island of pine trees”
pinewood worked in the crudest
possible fashion was used, leaving the
natural shapes and irregularities. And
it is an ecological house, the walls of
which are eighty centimetres thick,
keeping in heat and cold with equal
efficiency, whilst the flat roofs,
formerly conceived to capture
rainwater, are particularly suitable for
installing solar panels now. A trip
through the rural Ibiza shows the
visitor this surprising, original
marriage of old forms and new
ecological technology.

An extraordinary example of the
classic Ibiza house is the Ethnographic
Museum in Santa Eulària des Riu.

Churches:
White fortresses of the Faith

No other element of the island, apart
from the majestic walls of Ibiza town,
tells us more about the transformation
of fear into beauty than the village
churches. The prototype for these white
fortresses of the Faith is found in
Santa Eulària des Riu. After the total
destruction of this village by pirates in
the year 1555, Philip II sent Giovanni
Battista Calvi in person, one of the
architects of the Royal Forces of Ibiza
town, to erect a church equipped with
its own defences on a small hill that
dominates that area of the coast.

Fortress-churches exist in many parts
of the world, but in Ibiza they have
taken on a special character. They are
simultaneously centres of spirituality
both living and lived, and marvellous
examples of the beauty of simplicity.
They are the jewels of the rural world
of Ibiza and an invitation to stop and
enjoy peace, something which was
often a futile wish in the times of the
creation of these temples.

Man and the landscape: a song 
for two voicesRURAL CHARMS

Typical gate
Ses Feixes

Typical Ibiza house

Rural area of Sant Mateu d’Aubarca

Indigenous pedigree 
“Podenco” dog

Working in the fields

Working in the fields

Church of Sant Llorenç de Balàfia
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Partytime: The longest nights in
the Mediterranean 

The figures of the night: around 8,000
parties organised every summer, the
largest discotheque in the world with
capacity for 12,000 people, the longest
nights in the Mediterranean and
Europe’s best DJs coming and going. This
is the most famous facet of Ibiza, the
queen of the night and empress of the
yellow press. The phenomenon has
produced its own styles of music and
turned this remote corner, forgotten
until a few decades ago, into a must for
fast livers.

It is without a doubt the climate of
tolerance so characteristic of the
island that has made this gigantic
amusement park for adults grow up
here. During the summer nights Ibiza
becomes a party: the shops open until
the customers stop coming and
countless bars and clubs offer meals
and shows at impossible hours of the
night.

What showed up as poverty in statistical data and
numerous aspects of reality held another interpretation
for many of the children of the rebellion of the ‘sixties
and the hippy movement of the ‘seventies: that of a
purer, simpler life, one more harmonious with nature.
The alternative life movement underwent its own

transformations. Whilst the advance
party was made up of hippies, their
concept of absolute freedom did not fit in
with a simple life in the country.
It was a book published in France in 1973
which triggered the arrival of the second
wave of explorers of earthly paradises.
“Savoir revivre” (living again), by Jacques
Massacrier, describes the experiences of
the author and his family on a rural

estate in Ibiza. The story encouraged many Europeans,
tired of consumerism and urban stress, to disembark on
this island of utopian experiments to embark on an
alternative, rural and natural life.
These processes had a deep impact on the society of
Ibiza. The foreigners founded their own schools, which
functioned according to their principles. It was another
step in the construction of a society, which pacifically
mixed traditional values with entirely unorthodox
concepts.
Some of these utopias live on and do not merely coexist
on an island which is now “modern”, but do what they
can to preserve that promise of paradise which brought
so many people with ideals.

A land of traditions, a land of contrasts
LIFESTYLES

Santa Agnès de Corona

Bar in Santa Gertrudis de Fruitera

Procession of the Virgen del Carmen, (16th July)

Son Rafel de Forca Hippodrome

Eivissa town fiestas

Interior patio
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Curious historical data

A fundamental feature of the history of
Ibiza is the constant confrontation
between town and country. In the 17th,
18th and 19th centuries there were six
peasants’ revolts. Each time the
peasants tried to enter the town,
because of their desperation resulting
from the deepest poverty.

Added to this were the dangers from
the outside. They were such that in 1538
the island of Formentera was
evacuated because life in the island’s 
83 square kilometres had become
impossible due to the lack of protection
against piracy. It was not until 1697
that the situation improved enough to
permit repopulation to take place.

In 1821 Ibiza became a topic of
conversation thanks to María Flores,
the last Spanish slave, whose case
caused a huge commotion. She asked
for her freedom and that of her
daughter, as well as the salaries
accumulated from 35 years of unpaid
work.

And when the first telephone line was
installed on the island in 1888, this
historic event did not occur in the
town, but in the salt marshes, thus
proving the tremendous importance of
these emblematic installations.

In the history of Ibiza there is a gap lasting
two centuries. We know nothing of the
inhabitants of the island before the arrival of
the Arabs in 903 – we do not know what
language they spoke, or what gods they
worshipped. As yet no remains have been
found of the society which was forced to give
way to the great Muslim civilisation that put
Ibiza back into the history books.
But from just above the entrance to the
Archaeological Museum of Eivissa in Dalt
Vila, near the highest point of the fortified
enclosure, an amusing character smiles down
who has survived through this historical pause, and
marked the culture of the island. His image has been
reproduced on coins and stones, and he even features in
the name of the island itself. He is Bes, a Phoenician god,
and “la isla de Bes” or island of Bes is the ancient word
which is the origin of the name Ibiza.
According to the finds of archaeologists – or rather,
according to what they have not found – the
Phoenicians who recognised the promontory beside a
bay protected from the winds as an ideal site for a naval
and commercial base, did not come across an important
civilisation. Whilst the sister islands of Mallorca and
Menorca had significant populations living in fortified
villages, the Talayotic civilisation, there are very few
signs of human activity in Ibiza. The oldest of the
‘Pitiuses’ (Ibiza and Formentera) are to be found on the
small island of Formentera: a megalithic sepulchre
dating from 1600 BC.
It seems incredible that so much beauty has passed
unnoticed for so many millennia, particularly in a sea
that saw the birth of mankind’s first great cultures. After
its discovery by the Phoenicians and later by the
Carthaginians, the island passed more or less peacefully
into the hands of the Romans, and was called Ebusus.
Dragged along by the decadence of the Roman empire,

it lived through some significant ups and downs until
becoming part of the Byzantine empire. In 903 it was
given the name of Yebisah, and its god was known as
Allah. It was an age of splendour and of great works.
Traces of what was the Arab gardens near the town still
remain, and are today called “Ses Feixes”. In 1235, Yebisah
was conquered by the Catalan-Aragonese troops.
Visitors to the historical centre of Ibiza take the same
route used by the advance party of those troops when
they penetrated the heart of the fortress on that historic
8th August of 1235.
The Mediterranean was still an area of conflict between
West and East, something which marked the destiny of
the islands that were in the middle, like the Balearics.
They were the target of terrible attacks, but in turn
became bases for corsairs and slave markets.
In the year 1715 King Philip V eliminated the island’s
government, “la Universitat”, the seat of which is now
the Archaeological Museum. Ibiza’s culture and identity
was reasserted once again in 1978 when, with the new
Spanish democratic constitution, the doors to the
autonomous region of the Balearic Islands were opened
along with the creation of an Island Council which again
took up the role of the “Universitat” that had
disappeared almost three centuries before.

Ibiza’s forefathers came from the Orient
HISTORY

“Ses Paisses de Cala D’Hort”
Punic-Roman settlement

Archaeological remains,
“Puig des Molins”

Former watchtower

Sunset in “Vila”

The goddess “Tanith”
Archaeological Museum

Eivissa & Formentera Archaeological Museum

Sant Jordi de Ses Salines
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Accommodation:
A range with character

Ibiza and its little neighbour,
Formentera, have a total of
approximately 90,000 hotel vacancies,
ten percent of which correspond to
four and five-star hotels. Many of these
establishments reflect the magic of the
island to perfection and their famous
guests are not satisfied with something
ordinary. Independently of the
categories there are hotels with
character, atmosphere and originality
in the capital Ibiza, both inside and
outside the historical hub of the town.

An interesting alternative is the
traditional houses in particularly
peaceful and beautiful locations. Very
few in number, but no less attractive,
are the agro-tourism establishments

that invite one to enjoy rural Ibiza and
some of which have specialised in an
offer centred on ecology and a healthy
lifestyle.

Traditions and hippies:
The craft bazaar

When the hippy culture disembarked on
it, the island was an extremely cheap
place to live in. Even so, those who did
not receive cheques from their parents
had to earn a living, and they wanted
to do so without compromising their
lifestyle. So they found the ideal
activity: manufacturing leather
articles. They could work them and sell
them anywhere and anytime. A whole
sector came into being, and to this day
it continues to function fully and

markets its products in the streets of
Dalt Vila and in the hippy markets
organised regularly in places like Punta
Arabí and Sant Carles.

Traditional products worth
mentioning include fashion articles,
jewellery and ceramics. But not one
line of products has failed to be
enriched by the extraordinary
creativity resulting from the encounter
between Ibiza and its lovers from
foreign shores.

Activities
SSppoorrttss
Sailing
Diving
Golf course (Roca Llisa)
Cycling
Riding

EExxccuurrssiioonnss  aanndd  ttrriippss
Can Marçà Cave
Puig de Missa, Santa Eulària (museum,
church, architectural site)
Balàfia towers, Sant Llorenç
Las Salinas
Sa Pedrera, Sant Josep
Medieval market in Dalt Vila 
(every second weekend in May)
Wine festival in Sant Mateu (December)
Hippy market

The food of Ibiza is its history and geography. The
Mediterranean trilogy – cereals, wine and olive oil –
accompanies the view of the sea, the walls, and the
lively street scenes. After a simple local dish we
connect with customs that arrived by boat from
distant shores. The inhabitants of Ibiza learned to salt
and dry fish from the Phoenicians. The Greeks
prepared food using aromatic herbs, they fried fish and
loved cold meats. The Arabs, master gardeners and
ingenious designers of orchards, contributed to the
wealth of the cuisine here with vegetables and fruit.
And finally, the Catalan invasion led to the appearance
of sofrit (a sauce made using onion, oil, tomato and
garlic).
But history continues to be written. There are some
thousand restaurants on the island, and many are a
reflection of the most recent influences. Before
opening your mouth, you have to open your mind.
Practically none of the important cuisines of the world
is excluded from the panorama on Ibiza. Even so we
confine ourselves to describing some of the main local
specialities, dishes that are related to the

surroundings, the climate, the way of life and of doing things.
Pa torrat amb tomata  – toast with tomato – has been the traditional
breakfast par excellence for centuries. Borrida de rajada is a simple
dish of potato and skate. Guisat de peix is the local variety of the
Mediterranean fish stew. And arròç de matances includes not only pork
products, but also wild mushrooms, ideally local milk caps which are
difficult to find. The procession of savoury dishes ends with sofrit
pagès, a combination of meats, ‘sobrasada’, ‘butifarrón’ sausage and
potatoes, a festive dish which brings a glass of the local herb liqueur
to mind.
The Flaó, a curd cheesecake, was of old reserved for the Easter festival,
a limitation which has been eliminated in modern times.

A sea of flavours
PLEASURES AND PRODUCTS Ceramic crafts

Hippy market

Wine cellars in Ibiza

Cave of “Can Marçà”

Room in a rural estate

Local sea produce

Rural landscape,
carob trees 

and olive trees
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Places of culture

AArrtt
Can Ventosa Cultural Space
Sa Punta des Molí, Sant Antoni

GGaalllleerriieess  aanndd  eexxhhiibbiittiioonn  rroooommss
Sa Nostra
Van der Voort
Marta Torres

MMuusseeuummss
Museum of Contemporary Art (Dalt Vila)
Archaeological Museum (Dalt Vila)
Monographic Museum of Es Puig des Molins
Ethnography Museum of Santa Eulària
Barrau Museum, Santa Eulària

Ibiza has always drawn attention to itself, whether due
to its strategic position in the Mediterranean, or to its
beauty, or to a series of attractions difficult to define
that made it a meeting place for the intellectual elite.
The famous ‘sixties were not the first cultural boom the
island experienced. In the ‘thirties people from all over
Europe found in Ibiza a refuge that offered the peace of
an island anchored in the past. They were people with
connections to the avant-garde tendencies like
surrealism and Bauhaus. The list includes celebrities
such as the philosopher Walter Benjamin, the novelists
Bernhard Kellermann and Elliot Paul, the poet Rafael
Alberti and the architects Erwin Broner, Raoul
Haussmann, Germán Rodríguez Arias and Josep Lluís
Sert. They were drawn by a tolerant island and they
sowed the seeds of what was to be a cosmopolitan
society.
The second wave of cultural enrichment began at the
end of the ‘fifties with the presence of an infinity of
artists and intellectuals on an island which had hardly
started to feel the changes tourism was to bring.
Amongst them were painters like Hinterreiter
(Switzerland), Bechtold (Germany), Dmitrienko
(France),Walsh (England), Matsuda (Japan) and Gutiérrez
(Colombia), as well as writers like Sheckley (United
States) and Park (England). Because of their extremely

diverse origins these
people constituted a
multicultural society
with an enormous
creative potential. A

potential which has
unfurled its force and
inspiration up to our
times.
The islanders did not
remain apart from this
explosion of creativity,
strengthening at the
same time Ibiza’s
identity and language.
One example is the
writer Marià
Villangómez, a true pillar
of the culture of Ibiza,
who died in 2002. He
wrote numerous novels,
poetry books and plays.

A cosmopolitan vanguard with
Mediterranean airsCULTURE

Local crafts

Windmill of Sant Antoni de Portmany

Santa Eulària des Riu

Portal Nou de Dalt Vila

Maritime view of the town

Rural folclore

Ethnological
Museum
of “Santa Eulària”

The town’s port
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hospital

health centre

tourist information 

airport

museum

archaeological site

cave

castle

chapel / shrine

golf course

area / park / nature reserve

world heritage

motorway / dual carriageway

main road

secondary road

railway

IMPORTANT GEOGRAPHICAL DATA

Surface: 572.6 km2

Coast: 210.1 km
Maximum height: 474 m (Sa Talaiassa)
Average annual temperature: 18.6ºC
Hours of sunshine, annual average: 2,883.1
Number of inhabitants: 105,103
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INFORMATION

www.cief.es
www.ibizahotelsguide.com
www.illesbalears.es

Oficina de Información Turística de Eivissa (Ibiza Tourist Information Office)
Antoni Riquer, 2 · 07800 Ibiza · Tel. 971 301 900 · Fax. 971 301 562
e-mail: oitport@clef.es

Fomento de Turismo de la isla de Ibiza (Ibiza Tourism Board)
Historiador Josep Clapés, 4 · 07800 Ibiza · Tel. 971 302 490
Fax. 971 302 262
e-mail: fomentoibiza@teleline.es
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